HOW TO PUT WHINNY WARMERS® ON YOUR HORSE

Whinny Warmers are long socks designed to come up over the knee of your horse. For additional warmth to the knees and hocks, use the HOCK/KNEE extensions available on our web site.

1. Fold the sock nearly in half. They will go on much faster and easier if you do.

2. If your horse will allow, put a 1 gal. freezer bag over the hoof and then pull the sock on over the bag. The bag protects the socks from being caught and pulled by shoes, nails or rough places on the hoof but duct tape over rough areas will do the same thing if your horse won’t tolerate a bag. Once the sock is on the leg, take the bag off the hoof. Place the hoof on the ground and adjust the sock up and down on the leg.

3. 3” Cuff should be at the pastern.

When the sock is completely on the leg, unfold the sock as you pull it higher on the leg. The bottom 3” of the flat knit cuff should be at the pastern when you are finished. The top of the sock will come to well over the knee if a front leg sock and up to the hock if a rear leg sock.

Learn more about our Whinny Wellies® outdoor bad weather leg gear for keeping our socks warm and dry all winter long.
www.socksforhorses.com

WATCH OUR VIDEO
WHINNY WARMERS ON/OFF
On our website under “HOW TO” “HOW TO USE OUR SOX”

If you are using a HOCK/KNEE extension with the leg sock, pull the extension sock on first. Pull it over the knee or onto the hock. Then pull on the front or rear leg sock. You can either tuck the extension into the leg sock or lay it on top of the leg sock. See what works best for your horse.